
                                                                                                                      

 
 

LRAD® Corporation Announces New Helicopter Mounted  
Air-to-Ground Communication System 

 
SAN DIEGO, CA – March 14, 2016 - LRAD Corporation (NASDAQ: LRAD), the world’s 
leading provider of acoustic hailing devices and advanced mass notification systems, today 
announced the availability of its new LRAD 500X MMT helicopter mounted system for air-to-
ground communication. 
 
“Our new LRAD 500X MMT broadcasts audible alert tones and highly intelligible voice messages 
that are clearly heard and understood over engine and rotor noise up to 2,000 meters away,” 
commented Tom Brown, President & CEO of LRAD Corporation. “The LRAD 500X MMT 
provides a vital air-to-ground communications capability for a wide variety of defense, homeland 
& border security, law enforcement and mass notification applications.” 
 
The LRAD 500X MMT features an adjustable mount with an integrated rechargeable power pack 
for full LRAD positioning and operation with most medium and large helicopters.* Self-powered 
and designed to be temporarily mounted and quickly removed following mission completion, the 
rugged mount provides a full range of pan & tilt motion or can be easily locked in a desired 
orientation. The LRAD 500X MMT comes with 12-Jaw Cargo Tie Down Quick Disconnect 
Adapters to accommodate a variety of helicopter cabin floor mounting options. 
 
Integrated lead acid absorbed glass mat (AGM) batteries power the LRAD 500X MMT for 4 – 6+ 
hours of continuous operation. Sealed and maintenance free, the batteries feature an integrated 
battery level monitor and a separate charger capable of charging a fully discharged battery in 
approximately 10 hours. 
 
FEATURES 
› Self-contained control unit does not require connection to aircraft ICS or radio systems 
› Broadcasts recorded or live messages; easy to operate 
› Mounts to helicopter cabin floor with included Quick Disconnect adapters 
› Self-powered battery system does not require connection to aircraft power 
› Quickly installed and removed; minimal maintenance requirements 
 
Go here to view images of the LRAD 500X MMT: http://www.lradx.com/lrad_products/lrad-500x-mmt/#images-
videos 

Go here to download more information: http://www.lradx.com/downloads/datasheet-lrad-500x-mmt/ 

* Compatible with most medium/large commercial and military helicopters including Sikorsky H-60, S-76, H-92, and H-3; Bell 
UH-1, 204/5, and 214; Eurocopter AS330, 332, and 365; and Agusta Westland AW139.  
 

 

 



 
 

About LRAD Corporation 

Using advanced technology and superior voice intelligibility, LRAD Corporation’s proprietary Long Range 
Acoustic Devices® are in service in more than 70 countries around the world in diverse applications 
including mass notification and public address, fixed and mobile defense deployments, homeland, border, 
critical infrastructure, maritime, oil & gas, and port security, public safety, law enforcement and emergency 
responder communications, asset protection, and wildlife control and preservation. For more information, 
please visit www.lradx.com.  
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